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Abstract
In Arrow/ Debreu's original model of a general equilibrium agents can plan ahead in consumption and
production, and the only uncertainty about future prices is contained in exogenous probabilities.
In this paper, we analyze a simple two-period economy in which agents can choose different
occupations. This increases the complexity in the planning and anticipation problem of the agents, as
their future pay-offs also depend on the occupational choice of other agents. In this setting, price
movements in the first time period allow the agents to coordinate their occupations. We extend the
"rational expectations" assumptions and suggest a notion of strategic rational expectations.
1. Introduction: Rational expectations and strategic rational expectations
Models based on the assumption of rational expectations have often been criticized for assuming too
much rationality of individual human agents. In this paper, we argue that advances in modeling may not
primarily originate from weakening the rationality assumptions and replacing them by "bounded
rationality". Rather, we suggest that complexities in the planning and anticipation problems of agents in
an economy arise from problems of strategic interaction. For instance, if a hardware producer believes
that there is a complementarity in the demand for hardware and software, he needs to coordinate with
software producers.
Models of bounded rationality often underestimate human cleverness. Economic agents may not be
completely rational, and in general, they will not possess full information about all aspects relevant for
optimizing their utility, and information may vary between agents.
Nevertheless, some human agents can be very clever. In an uncertain world, agents need to form
expectations about the future for determining their present strategies. We propose the viewpoint that in
a market a rational agent should not simply develop her own expectations under the assumption that
the probabilities for future states of the world are exogenously given, but rather take into account that
these future states depend on the present actions of other agents that those agents derive from their
own expectations. Therefore, a clever agent should also try to forecast the forecasts of others, in the
words of Townsend (1983). Extending the ideas of Townsend and others that analyzed the idea of
"forcasting the forcast of others", we suggest employing the logic of game theory to expectation
building in markets.
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We propose the notion of strategic rationality. We will elaborate on why we think that strategic
interaction is a vital component in expectation building in economies.
In the literature, there exist several sophisticated models how agents can model the expectation of the
market, that is the aggregate expectations of the collective of other agents. In this context, in particular
the effect of random perturbations or shocks has been studied, with mathematical tools from the theory
of stochastic processes.
In existing models in which forecasting the forecasts of others is a key problem (Townsend, 1983;
Romer, 1993; Lorenzoni, 2009), forecasting others boils down to a problem of learning about
information diffusion. In those models, agents have to solve an optimal inference problem. The key
point is that price movements, e.g., as a result of external pertubations, reveal more information than
absolute prices only, in particular about fundamental information that others may possess. At
equilibrium, the expectations of the agents are consistent with the market that they generate.
In this paper, we investigate that additional complexity in the planning and anticipation problems of
agents arises when agents can choose different occupations, as in Makowski and Ostroy (1995). In our
example, individual agents can produce complementary goods and the price consumers are willing to
pay for each good strongly depends on whether the other good is also available. In this situation, each
producer needs to predict the behavior of the other one, and this leads to a genuinely nonlinear
interaction of mutual expectations. Thus, agents coordinate their future expectations strategically.
We will consider a simple example of a two-period economy in this paper, in which supply and
demand in the first period hinge upon expectations about supply and demand in the second period, and
in which agents form their expectations in a strategic process. The key extra assumption that allows us
to deviate from the (pure) concept of rational expectations is that there is an assumed complementarity
in the utility of two commodities for consumers that may drive future demand (the consumer is willing
to pay 3 units of money for a bundle of two goods, but only one unit of money for each single good if
the other is not present), of which only some agents are aware one time period ahead.
What we present is a very simple example. However, we are (in long term perspective) motivated by a
search for an alternative theory of economic expectation building. In the recent discussion,
macroeconomic models based on dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models (that are based on the
idea of rational expectations) were subject to criticism (Krugman, 2009; Colander et al., 2008).
However, few theoretical alternatives to rational expectation models have been proposed. The
suggestions in Colander et al. (2008) are to use agent-based modeling, or to follow an "engineering"
approach to macroeconomics. The suggestion to use agent based simulations is valuable, but we see the
danger that such modeling is no longer analytically tractable, and it might be difficult to develop a
coherent theory based on agent based simulation. In an "engineering" approach to policy making, one
would dispense itself of a micro-foundation of the actions of economic agents, and a potential risk is
that little theoretical process is made.
We suggest re-thinking some of the basic elements in the construction of equilibrium models, in
particular the conception of expectations of economic agents. In rational expectation models, agents'
beliefs about the economic future is, by construction, consistent with the economic process that these
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expectations bring about (Townsend, 1983). In other words, economic expectations are self-fulfilling.
We propose the understanding that agents coordinate future expectations, in a sense to be made precise
below. In short, we suggest that agents have to coordinate on future expectations, as we live in a world
in which we only have partial awareness about the conditions of future supply and demand, and this
awareness might be asymmetric. The consistency assumption (that the expectations match the
economic process that is generated by them) can, but does not need to be fulfilled.
In our modeling perspective, similar expectations of different agents on future supply and demand
among agents are understood as the outcome of a strategic co-ordination process, not as a consequence
of agents using consistent models of the economy. In this co-ordination process, price movements take
center stage. Theoretically, we view price movements not as exclusively caused by information on
future moves of nature, but also as consequences of a changed awareness of other agents and see prices
as signals of commitment toward possible co-ordination equilibriums of supply and demand in the
second time period.
In the seminal work of Arrow and Debreu (compare, e.g., Debreu, 1959), prices encode an equilibrium
between supply and demand. Such an equilibrium exists (but need not always be unique) under rather
general assumptions on the supply and demand functions. At an equilibrium, each producer maximizes
his revenue under his production constraints, and each consumer buys all she can with her endowment
and sale revenues in such a manner that no other such possible consumption pattern is preferred3.
The framework is general enough to also allow for future production and consumption, essentially by
the possibility of including future contracts in the market. The agents are supposed to know all the
prices, including the future ones. All agents are assumed to know about their utilities of consumption,
and cost of production, in given future states of the world. A future state of the world is a state of
nature, a state that is not influenced by the economic process. Given the knowledge of utilities of
consumption and cost of production in future states of the world, commodities in the future can be
traded just like commodities today. For future commodities, too, an equilibrium price can be found.
In this model, the prices contain all the necessary information about supply and demand that the agents
need to know in order to optimize their production and utility. They do not need to know the actual
supplied and demanded amounts, as the price mechanism automatically leads to an equilibrium4.
Furthermore, given the assumptions in the Arrow/ Debreu model, the price system leads to an efficient
use of information in the economy. It is assumed that agents know about future prices that are just
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Thus, agents are optimizing. It is assumed that no trading takes place before the equilibrium prices have been determined, and
then at equilibrium prices, the market clears. Some convexity assumptions are needed to make the Brouwer fixed point theorem
applicable to show the existence of an equilibrium.
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Furthermore, an assumption that is often made is that markets are efficient (Fama), in the sense that all items are correctly
priced and no arbitrage is possible, or more precisely, that any imbalance is immediately exploited and rectified by arbitrageurs, the
ultimate version of rational agents. This assumption implies that there do not exist correlations in financial markets that can be
exploited for predictions that are better than those derived from the assumption that the market process represents a martingale, that
is, (possibly after detrending), the present price is the best prediction for the future price. This is partly an empirical question, and
may be violated at least in times of speculative bubbles and crashes, see (Sornette, 2003) and (Malevergne, Sornette, 2006).
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contingent upon events exogenous to the economic process about which the agents entertain collective
uncertainty (Geanakoplos, 2004). This knowledge about the future then is translated into present
demand and supply for Arrow-Debreu contingent claims. And as mentioned, when this demand and
supply are determined, an equilibrium is found. Uncertainty, in this modeling, only exists regarding the
exogenous events (moves of nature). The future actions of other agents (purchases and sales) are
certain, given a particular path of moves of nature. This certainty is result of assumptions that are
similar to common knowledge assumptions in game theory.
When, however, the expectations of the other agents about the future of the economic process are built
on the basis of necessarily incomplete and different awareness, then this certainty breaks down. We
will explore this in a simple modeling example below.
In our example, the logic of the Arrow-Debreu model does not quite apply. In that model, current
prices for future trades are determined on the basis of fixed production schemes and utility functions. In
our example, conversely, expected future prices will determine the choice of present production
schemes and therefore the availability of goods in the future. Also, the future price of one good will
depend on the availability of other complementary ones.
As an extensive literature suggests, there are limitations to an efficient use of information in the
economy. In particular, markets are often incomplete (Makowski and Ostroy, 1995), agents have only
partial awareness about future contingencies (and possibilities to innovate) Kawamura (2005), and
information may be asymmetrically distributed among agents (Akerlof, 1970).
What we will explore in the simple modeling example below is that in an economy with time, these
conditions pose additional requirements on the rationality of the economic agents. For the agents'
expectations to be rational, the agents need to strategically consider the awareness and actions of other
economic agents. This leads to a situation in which the convergence to a common similar model of the
future of the economic process is a co-ordination process mediated by price movements, and
announcements of the agents.
Most importantly for the discussion in this paper, information may be generated in the economic
process itself, that is, the uncertainty about future supply and demand can get reduced as the outcome
of a co-ordination of future supply and demand via the price system.
More precisely, there exists a reflexive interaction between expectations about future markets and
present prices, and coordination upon particular expectations of the future will influence the real state
of future markets. Therefore, the collective expectations about the future therefore constitute valuable
information at present.
Thus, instead of possessing common knowledge about the probabilities of future world states and the
economic situations in those states, the agents are themselves generating the probabilities of those
future states by creating and adjusting collective expectations.
Indeed, in the game theory literature, it is by now explored in depth what the consequences of dropping
the assumption of common knowledge are. We suggest that these insights are valuable to enhance our
understanding of expectation formation in economies.
4

An economy contains interacting human agents that are not just adapting to external circumstances, but
that are capable of forming expectations about the actions and the expectations of other agents. This
situation can, but need not be resolved in a self-consistent manner, that is, a) the expectations that I
have about other agents coincide with what those other agents expect me to expect about them, and
conversely, and b) if every agent acts according to his expectations, then those expectations are in turn
fulfilled.
In our view, it is of importance to understand why and how this self-consistency can break down. In
particular, we hope that such understanding may shed light on phenomena like bubbles and crisis.
In markets, each agent “plays” against the collective of all other agents, and not against individual
opponents. Therefore, self-consistency reduces to the simpler question when the expectations of each
other agent about the others lead to a collective situation where those expectations are fulfilled.
In any case, we submit that there is an element of strategic interaction in the process of building
expectations. When all agents are aware that the other agents are aware that every agent only has partial
awareness of future supply and demand conditions, then the agents will rationally coordinate on
supply and demand expectations in the future.
In our view, a more complete model of rational expectations that extends to strategic rational behavior
must reflect the following points:
1) The expectations about the actions of other agents and the resulting supply and demand in the
future, as well as general expectations about future supply and demand influence present prices.
2) Prices movements do not only reflect changes in information about future moves of nature
(exogenous states of the world), but they are also signals in a coordination process in which
uncertainty about future supply and demand is reduced, as the collective of market participants
coordinates upon expectations of supply and demand in the future.
In our simple modeling example, we will show that price movements can be signals to
coordinate on particular futures.
3) how prices and their changes and fluctuations influence expectations about future supply and
demand.
Our modeling perspective, while in early stage, promises to explain a variety of phenomena.
For instance, sometimes, economic expectations are fragile and can typically be easily tipped. We
submit that this is explainable, even in a model in which all agents have infinite computational abilities
and optimize their perceived pay-offs, that is, in which agents are rational. The main point we submit is
that factual information, or even insights of single economic agents, can trigger cascades of
interpretations. We will elaborate on what we mean by "cascades of interpretations" below.
Our model (that is, admittedly, only a single example in present stage) explains:
1) How the presently available information or insights are translated into collective future
expectations.
2) How expected future supply and demand is translated into present prices.
5

2. A Simple Example of How Agents Coordinate their Expectations on Future Supply and
Demand
We consider a simple two-time period economy. As in Makowski and Ostroy (1995), we assume that
the economy consists of n individuals that can strategically chose their supply and demand functions
from a set of possible "occupations". We draw on the same notion as Makowski and Ostroy, even
though we extend their modeling conceptually, and, in particular, introduce time into this modeling.
We shall show -in an at this stage only partially formalized example- that rational agents coordinate
future supply and demand and that price movements are informative about the expectations of other
agents.
Furthermore, we will explore verbally that information or insights cause only local price changes, that
is, the consequences of information for all markets are not necessarily "priced" immediately. They
emerge in a process of what we suggest to call "interpretational cascades" over time.
In Makowski and Ostroy (1995), agents take on possible "occupations" v i " Vi . In different
occupations, the agents have different supply and demand functions, and, in particular, for every
occupation v i " Vi only certain trades z(vi) are possible.
!
This makes the expression of various effects possible. The choices of occupations, for instance,
determine
if a commodity is supplied at all, and what the maximum quantity of supply of a commodity
!
is. In the two time period economy we consider, this allows us to analyze various questions. For
instance, agents at t1 can observe price movements, change their beliefs on future supply and demand
accordingly, change their own production decisions (what they will supply at t2) accordingly, and
change their demand for factors of production at t1 accordingly.

In other words, in the example that we are going to present here, what agent i supplies and demands at
t1 hinges upon her expectations of supply and demand at t2.
We will suggest a setting in which, while finding an equilibrium for supply and demand in t1, the agents
simultaneously coordinate expectations for supply and demand at t2. We will make precise what we
mean by "coordinate expectations". This will allow us to explain of the conceptual ideas we propose in
the introduction.
In particular, we explain the effect that price movements at t1 can inform the agents about the
investment decisions of other agents. In a rational expectations setting, price movements exclusively
reflect changes in information about future states of nature (exogenous states that are not influenced by
the economic process). We will provide a simple example of a two-period economy in which price
movement in the first period can be informative about the actions of other economic agents, and beliefs
on supply and demand in the second period.
In future work, the example will be generalized to more complex situations in which price movements in
t1 help the agent to negotiate their expectation on supply and demand at t2.
6

We make use of the same basic definitions and notation as in Makowski and Ostroy (1995). We here
briefly recall the notions. For a more detailed description, see their 1995 paper.
Each individual i chooses an "occupation" vi " Vi . Vi is the set of possible occupations for agent i.
v denotes the assignment of individuals to occupations: v = (v1,...,v i ,...,v n ) " # i Vi .
5
The set of all possible occupational
! choices, " i Vi , is denoted W.

!
The trade of individual i is a point z i " R . Positive (negative) components in zi are purchases (sales).
An occupational choice vi is an extended
real valued function
!
l

v i : R l "R # {$%}

!

Trades z " R l that are infeasible for i are assigned utility "# .
!

In other words, the "occupational choice" of the agents is a choice of a supply and demand function.
! This allows expressing, for instance, the production
! decision of an agent.
For clarity, here is an example of an occupational choice taken from Makowski and Ostroy (1995).
Consider the case of a single commodity economy in which a monopolist, vs,,decides up to which
quantity k she supplies the single commodity. Her cost of production for the commodity is ½ q2
for any q " [0,k] . Then k parameterizes her possible occupations:
1
" z 2 if zs $ ["k,0]
2
"# otherwise

. zs is the trade of the seller. In occupation k, a negative entry in zs is mapped to a
v (z s ) = {
! negative number, the cost of this supply. Entries in zs bigger than zero, or below k, are mapped to "# :
k
s

These trades are not feasible for the seller.

!

There are l commodities and one money commodity. Agent i's utility from (z i ,mi ) " R l #!R is
v i (z i ) + mi . mi is agent i's money endowment.
Given an assignment v (occupational choice for all agents), a Walrasian
equilibrium for v is a pair (z, p)
!
such that z is feasible for v, p " R l , and for all i,

!

v i (z i ) - pz i " v i (z'i ) - pz' i for all z'i " R l(v) .

!
Let " : W # R l be a Walrasian price selection in the sense that for each v " W , there are trades z
such that (z, " (v) ) is a Walrasian equilibrium for v; and let
!

!

!

" i (v) = max {vi (z i ) # $ (v) z i : z i % R l(v) }

(1) !

!

!

5

We here deviate slightly from Makowski and Ostroy's notion as our typeset cannot reproduce the
symbol they use.
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represent i's payoff (synonymounsly, "profit" or "utility") in the assignment v under prices w(v) .
We now extend this model to a two time-period economy.
There are two time periods in which trade happens: t1 and t2.

!

Correspondingly, there are two assignments of individuals to occupations
v t 1 = (v1t1 ,...,v ti 1 ,...,v tn1 ) " # i Vit 1
Vit 1 is the set of possible occupations for agent i at time 1.
!

!
!

!

v t 2 = (v1t 2 ,...,v ti 2 ,...,v tn2 ) " # i Vit 2
Vit 2 is the set of possible occupations for agent i at time 2.

In the two time period case, let, by convention V denote the cross product of the sets of possible
occupations, that is V = Vt1 " Vt2 .
Correspondingly, there are now two price selections: " t1 : Wt1 # R l and " t 2 : Wt 2 # R l .

!
A simple example of how future supply and demand are coordinated
!
!
Recall the example of the hardware and software producer in Makowski and Ostroy (1995). The basic
idea in this example is that there are complementarities in the utility for hardware and software for a
buyer (or a set of buyers). The buyers are willing to pay one unit of money for a unit of hardware or
software, but are willing to pay three units of money for a bundle of hardware and software.

However, by unilaterally trying out to innovate (that here means: produce hardware or software), both
the hardware and software producer realize this it is not profitable. Only if both, hardware and
software producer, decide to innovate, they can make profits, as then supply for the other good exists,
and the customer is willing to pay 1.5 units of money per unit of hardware, and 1.5 units of money per
unit of software.
What we will show is that, in a two time period economy, in which the agents may be or may not be
aware of the possibility of the complementarity in the utility of hardware and software, the hardware
and software producer need to coordinate their expectations to make a rational production decision.
They may coordinate their expectations via price movements in markets for factors of production such
as the market for microprocessors.
In the market, there are only two commodities, r (hardware) and s (software). There are only three
individuals in the market (the third individual could easily be generalized to a large set of individual
buyers).
We will first recall the original example from the Makowski and Ostroy paper (in an economy without
time).
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Individual 1 can produce only hardware at a cost of 1.25 per unit, and up to three units.
She can choose to innovate and produce hardware (by choosing occupation v1 ), or not to produce at all
(by choosing occupation v'1).
Formally:
if r$[-3,0] and s=0
v1 (r,s) = { 1,25r
"# otherwise
v' 1 (r,s) = -"

!
!

Individual 2 can produce only software at 1,25/ unit and up to three units. She can choose to innovate
and produce software (by choosing occupation v2 ), or not to produce at all (by choosing occupation
v'2).
Formally:
if s$[-3,0] and r=0
v2 (r,s) = { 1,25s
"# otherwise

v'2 (r,s) = -"

!
!

!

A potential buyer of hardware and software has the following utility function:
min (r+2s, s+2r) for r#[0,3],s#[0,3]
.
v3 (r,s) = {-"
otherwise

That is, buyer has a utility of one per unit of hardware or software, but is willing to pay three units of
money for a hardware/ software bundle.
Let's assume that individual 1 doesn't innovate (she chooses occupation v'1). Assume that individual 2
innovates (she chooses occupation v2). Then individual 3's willingness to pay for s (up to 3) units of
software is s.
In Walrasian equibilbrium, no unit of software would be sold, as the marginal cost of producing a unit of
computer (1.25) is higher than the willingness to pay of individual 3. Hence, v2 will move out of
business and change to occupation v'2.
If either agent 1 or 2 "test markets" and tries to offer one unit of hardware (software), given that the
other producer does not innovate, both will learn that the market is only willing to pay 1 unit of money
for hardware (software). This is in contrast to Hayek's idea that agents can coordinate decentralized by
means of the price system. Via the price system, the agents will not learn to coordinate to innovate (in a
world without time).
When both individual 1 and 2 innovate (produce hardware and software), then a possible Walrasian
equilibrium is that the price of a unit of software is 1.5, the price for a unit of hardware is 1.5, agent 1
produces 3 units of hardware, agent 2 produces 3 units of software, and agent 3 buys 3 bundles of
hardware/ software.
(This equilbrium is not unique. Any price between 1.25 and 1.5 for hardware/ software and agent 1
produces 3 units of hardware, agent 2 produces 3 units of software, and agent 3 buys 3 bundles of
9

hardware/ software is a Walrasian equilibrium. However, if we generalize to a larger set of buyers and
assume that the hardware and software producer are monopolists, we can assume that they can achieve
to sell at 1.5 units of money for a unit of hardware and 1.5 units of money for a unit of software.)
Let's move the hardware/ software problem into temporal setting.
Individuals 1 and 2 need time to produce software (hardware). They need to make their production
decision at t1, in order to sell at t2.
At t1, both agents experience (in their test marketing activities that we do not model here) that
individual 3 is willing to pay only one unit of money for a unit of hardware (software).
However, agent 1 may have experience with the usage of hardware/ software bundles at home. Due to
his own (private experience) and observations of friends using hardware/ software bundles, he infers
that a customer may be willing to pay more for hardware, if it comes in a bundle with software.
We will analyze this situation in the following.
For a start, let's assume that both hardware and software producer are aware of the possibility that there
might be a complementarity in the utility for hardware and software for the consumer. Both entertain
probabilistic beliefs on whether this complementarity will actually turn out to be true. We will discuss
below how the case changes if we allow for unawareness of the possibility by the software producer.
Let's assume that the hardware producer believes that there are complementarities in the demand
function of the customers with probability 9/10. Formally, he beliefs that V3t2 = v t23 with
v t23 (r,s) = min(r + 2s, s + 2r) for s, r "[0,3] , with probability 9/10.

!

Correspondingly, he beliefs that there are no complementarities in
!t2 the demand function of the customer
t2
t2
with probability 1/10. Formally, he beliefs that V3 = v 3 ' with v 3 '(r,s) = r + s for s, r "[0,3] with
probability 1/10.
Let's assume that the software producer, by contrast, is more skeptical.
!
!
She believes that there are complementarities in the demand function of the customer, V3t2 = v t23 , with
v t23 (r,s) = min(r + 2s, s + 2r) for s, r "[0,3] with probability 1/10,

!

and that there are no complementarities, V3t2 = v t23 ' with v t23 '(r,s) = r + s for s,!r "[0,3] with probability
9/10.
Even if agent 1 would be certain that V3t2 = v t23 , this still not suffices for him to believe that a decision to
!
!
produce hardware would result in profits. Agent 1 also needs to coordinate with agent 2. If only agent 1
innovates, even if V3t2 = v t23 , he would make losses.

!
Given that it is uncertain if there will be complementarities between hardware and software, and that
!
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the agents don't trust each other, how can they coordinate?
Agents 1 and 2 might observe price movements of factors of production at t1 and infer from these price
movements how much the other agent beliefs in the complementarities in the demand function at t3.
Let's say that there are two factors of production traded at t1: microprocessors (m) and boxes6 (b)
(necessary for packaging of the software).
Demand for b may drive demand for m and vice versa, even if it has not been proven that there are
complementarities between hardware and software in the customer's demand, simply because demand
in the other factor of production signals that the other producer innovates.
Expectation Formation as a Simple Co-Ordination Game with Incomplete Information and
Common Knowledge
In our analysis, let's first assume that the software and hardware producer do not observe price
movements at t1, but entertain probabilistic beliefs on the possibility of a complementarity in the
demand of the customers, and these beliefs are common knowledge.
Let's assume that agents 1 and 2 expect that they can buy microprocessors (boxes) at a current market
equilibrium price of 0.25 per unit of microprocessors (boxes) at t1.
Agent 1 needs one unit of microprocessors to produce one unit of hardware. Agent 2 needs one unit of
boxes to produce one unit of software.
Furthermore, assume that there is an additional fixed cost of production for hardware (software) of one
unit of money per unit.
Then agent 1 and agent 2 can anticipate that they could produce hardware (software) at a cost of 1.25
per unit.
Now it can be analyzed in form of a game, if agent one and two can expect profits from innovating. If
agent one innovates, he chooses occupation v1, in which he demands7 microprocessors at t1 and
supplies software at t2.
v1:

v1t1 (m, b) = 0, 25m for 0 " m " 3 and b = 0
v1t2 (r,s) = 1, 25r for 0 # r # $3 and s = 0

If he decides not to innovate, he chooses occupation v1'
!
6

Labor of programmers would be a clearer example of a factor of production for software. However, it
would make the example slightly more complicated as the cost of labor for programmers is not
proportional with amount of units supplied.
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v1':

v1t1 '(m,b) = " #
v1t2 '(r,s) = " #

Similarly, for agent 2:
!

v2:

!

!

v2':

v2t1 (m, b) = 0, 25b for 0 " b " 3 and m = 0
v2t2 (r,s) = 1, 25s for 0 # s # $3 and r = 0
v t12 '(m,b) = " #
v t22 '(r,s) = " #

Given that agents 1 and 2 are monopolists, they can make prices at time t2. Given that the agents
choose occupations (v1t2 ,v t22 ,v t33 ) at time t2, market prices for hardware and software that can be
achieved are 1.5 respectively, and three bundles of hardware/ software will be sold. (As noted above,
multiple equilibria are possible given these occupations. Here we assume that the prices 1.5, 1.5 can be
achieved. This
! could be enforced in formal modeling by making extra assumptions. We do not go into
the extra assumptions in the modeling here, as this is not of importance for the argument in this paper.)
Agent one and two hence believe that selling a unit of hardware (software) will comes with a profit of
0.25.
Given that one of the agents does not innovate, but the other one does, the innovator makes losses of
0.25 per unit.
Finally, given that agent one and two are both innovating, but their belief on the complementarities in
the demand function were false (and, in reality, V3t 2 = v t32 ' ), both agent one and two make losses of 0.25
per unit.
We can now analyze the interaction between agent 1 and 2 as a simple game. The pay-off matrix shows
!
expected profits from innovating/ not innovating.
Given that V3t 2 = v t32 (complementarities in demand)
v2
v2'
v1
¾, ¾
-¾ , 0
v1!'
0, -¾
0,0
Given that V3t 2 = v t32 ' (no complementarities in the demand)
v2
v2'
v1
-¾, -¾
-¾ , 0
v1!'
0, -¾
0,0
Agent 1 believes V3t 2 = v t32 with probability 9/10, and V3t 2 = v t32 ' with probability 1/10.
Hence his expected pay-offs are:

!

!

12

v2
3/5, 3/5
0, -¾

v1
v1'

v2'
-¾ , 0
0,0

Agent 2 believes V3t 2 = v t32 with probability 1/10, and V3t 2 = v t32 ' with probability 9/10.
Hence her expected pay-offs are:

!
v1
v1'

v2
-3/5, -3/5
0, -¾

!
v2'
-¾ , 0
0,0

Consider that the beliefs of agents one and two are common knowledge. Furthermore, assume that
production costs are common knowledge. Then the two expected pay-off matrices above are common
knowledge.
Then agent two would expect agent one to innovate (play v1). Still, for her, it seems better not to
innovate (play v2'), as 0 is a better expected pay-off than -3/5.
Agent one would expect agent two to choose occupation v2'. His best response is v1'.
Hence an equilibrium in this game would be for both agents not to innovate. Naturally, this conclusion
depends on the values of probabilities of the beliefs of the hardware and software producer.
The process of co-ordination in the formation of expectations on future supply and demand
In the real world, however, common knowledge of the beliefs on the demand function at t2 is not a
reasonable assumption, given that we have to do with an innovation. It is reasonable to assume that the
possibility of the complementarity in the demand of the customer may be aware to some, not all agents
and that the agents try to strategically influence the beliefs of the other agents.
A typical situation would be the following: Production cost and test market prices for hardware and
software are common knowledge at t1. However, only agent 1 is aware of the possibility of a
complementarity in the demand function of the customers. Agent 1 starts buying microprocessors and
announces that he sees the possibility of a complementartity in the demand function of the customers.
Agent 2 observes that agent one starts buying microprocessors at t1 and listens to the announcement of
agent 1. This makes her aware of the possibility of the complementarity in the demand. That agent one
starts buying microprocessors at t1 is a trustworthy signal for agent 2 that agent one truly believes that
V3t 2 = v t32 , as buying microprocessors has a cost for agent 1, that will only be balanced with profits in t2
if V3t 2 = v t32 is true. Agent 2 then might be willing to change her belief on V3t 2 = v t32 . In other words, the
price movement for microprocessors in the market at t1 can serve as a signal for agent 2 that helps her
to adjust her beliefs about future supply in the future.

!
!

!
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In this perspective, the expectations for t2 at t1 are found in a process. In this process, price movements
of b (of m) inform agent 1 (agent 2) on agent 1's (agent 2's) move in the game and his assessment of the
probability of V3t 2 = v t32 .
Furthermore, in markets with possible innovations, a belief on a future demand function is often not
given!in form of a probability, but result of a structural insight of one of the agents. For instance, agent
one could be confident of V3t 2 = v t32 , as he just experienced the utility of hardware/ software bundles
himself at home, while agent 2 might not even know about the possibility of V3t 2 = v t32 . In other words,
agent 2 might be unaware of the possibility of this demand function at t2.

!
For agent 2, a price movement of microprocessors could then not be attributed as being trustworthy
!
information on the production of agent 1. For agent 2, there is structural ambiguity in interpreting the
price movement of microprocessors at t1: Does the price move due to some change in the information
about future "states of nature" or did some other agent change his model of the future demand/ supply
function?
In this case, agent 1 would have an incentive to communicate his insight on the possibility of V3t 2 = v t32 .
Communicating his insight would first make agent 3 aware of the possibility. This could be modeled
using games with unawareness (Feinberg, 2005). Awareness of the possibility first allows agent 2 to
interpret the price movement in microprocessors as a signal that agent 1 innovates, and that he has an
!
incentive to innovate, too.
Agent one assumes that agent 2 builds his expectations via price movements, as he knows that she
knows that his expected profits hinge upon his belief in the consumption function at t2.
Prices, in this situation, are informative about more than present supply and demand. The prices for m
and b contain information on believed future supply and demand for r and s.
How can we model the process of co-ordination of expectations? For the time being, we here provide a
verbal description of steps of changes in information, prices and occupations. These considerations can
be the basis for a formal analysis of the co-ordination process.
Consider that agents at t1 are in occupations (v1', v2'). Now agent one has the insight on the
complementarity in the demand function of consumers. He can assume with reason that coordinated
production of software and hardware will lead to profits for him and the software producer. He also is
aware that the software producer is not aware of the possibility, but he can be made aware by an
announcement like a press release. The hardware producer hence makes an announcement of the
possibility of a complementarity in the demand function of the customer. To signal his committment,
he makes the costly move to buy microprocessors at t1. He can assume that the software producer will
find this signal trustworthy, as it is costly.
Agent one makes an announcement, and occupations change to (v1,v2'). Agent 2 listens to the
announcement, and observes the price movement that is caused by the occupational choice of agent one.
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Given his awareness that there could be a complementarity between hardware and software in the
demand of the customer at t2, he evaluates the price movement in microprocessors as a trustworthy
signal that agent 1 truly believes in the complementarity.
Agent two to change occupation, and occupations are now (v1,v2).
Consequences of information and interpretational cascades
In this section, we will discuss verbally how a price movement can lead to a series of "interpretational
cascades" in which the market by market adjusts due to consequences that are drawn from the price
movement. We point out that consequences are not immediately known, but unfold in a series of
interpretations.
Let's extend the simple two period economy that we consider. In the extended version of this economy,
another agent is a programmer, his labor is another commodity in both time periods. Furthermore, a
stock in the company of the hardware producer and a riskless bond are traded at t1.
We may assume that a programmer is also interested in how strongly hardware/ software bundles are
demanded at t1, as this gives an indication for him for the software market in the next time period, and,
correspondingly, he may infer information from this demand about future demand for his labor.
Furthermore, we may assume that expectations on the profits of the firm of the hardware producer
drive the demand in the stock at t1.
For the programmer, we may assume that he has a money endowment in t1. If he believes that the
software market will grow, he may decide to spend his money on consumption at t1, or to invest in a
risky asset at t1. If he expects that the market for software production will break down (and he is likely
to be unemployed), he might invest in a (moderately risk-free) bond, as his marginal utility for the
money and yield in t2 will be much higher when he is unemployed as when he is employed and earns
money.
Now consider that the programmer observes an upward price movement for microprocessors at t1. Can
he know the consequences of this information at t1 , for supply and demand at t2? The programmer is
primarily interested in the demand for the labor of programmers at t2. We will point out that the
consequences of the information "microprocessors are now more demanded" for supply and demand in
t2 are not immediately known, even though there are consequences of the increased demand for
microprocessors for supply and demand at t2. But as we will point out, these consequences unfold in a
series of "interpretational cascades" and are not (and cannot be) immediately known.
We may assume that the programmer knows about the fact that microprocessors are necessary for the
production of hardware, and that he knows no other current use of microprocessors in the economy. He
may conclude that higher demand in microprocessors is a signal for increased production of hardware.
He may also assume that this increased production is based on a belief of higher demand in the market
for software and hardware by the hardware producer.
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However, these assumptions, and the observation of the price movement for microprocessors do not
allow the programmer to conclude that there will be more demand for programmers' labor at t2.
Let's assume that the actual demand for programmers at t2 hinges upon the success of selling software
at t2. If software selling remains being not profitable (like in t1), the software producer will not hire. If
software selling is profitable the software producer will demand programmers' labor, and indeed, it is to
be expected that there will be enough demand to supply all programmers with well-paid jobs.
However, for this scenario to happen, first, the software producer needs to coordinate with the
hardware producer and also start producing. The programmer cannot expect this to happen
mechanically, as this reaction hinges upon the awareness of the software producer.
Second, the programmer does not know how the stock market will react and if demand for software
companies' stocks will increase (which could also lead to a better employment situation, as the capital
stock of these companies grows).
Given a reaction of the software producer (when he signals to produce), however, the programmer may
change his investment decisions and re-allocate his money from the riskless bond to consumption at t1
or a more risky investment in assets.
A cascade of interpretational steps between markets unfolds. First, the software producer may react to
the price movement in microprocessors. Second, the stock market may increase demand for hardware
producer stocks.
These cascades are not purely informational cascades, but interpretational cascades. Each reaction
hinges upon the awareness of the reacting agent, and what conditions of future demand and supply he is
aware off. How a price movement in one market segment is evaluated hinges upon the awareness of the
agents in other market segments.
We suggest calling the subsequent price movements that are result of adjustments of expectations of
agents in other markets, given their awareness about the causes of the price movement "interpretational
cascades".
Towards a Theory of The Strategic Coordination of Expectations
In our model, the agents are uncertain about, and can even be only be partially aware of, the set of
possible occupations. The set of possible occupations allows expressing a variety of conditions, such
as complementarities in the demand, or possibilities of production. Using sets of possible occupations
indeed allows us to express more complex phenomena than what is usually expressed in demand, taste,
policy, and technology shocks in dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models. In DSGE
models, shocks in demand or technology just influence the demand and supply conditions. However,
the consequences of a shock are common knowledge among the agents in the economy. In our modeling,
there are further contingencies. For instance, the pure common awareness of a production possibility
does not guarantee that it is used. The agents still need to co-ordinate, just as in the example above.
The vital difference of this DSGE modeling to the modeling we propose is that in our modeling, agents
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coordinate towards possible strategic equilibria of supply and demand conditions in the future, just as
in game theory in general, agents can often coordinate towards a multiplicity of equilbria.
For instance, Vt2 can contain the possibilities to produce solar energy cars and solar cells, but these
possibilities do not have to be realized. Importantly, it is not enough that a single agent realizes
complementarities, the existence of superior technologies, or a possible new fashion. By individual
recognition, these possibilities need not be realized, even if these possibilities are clearly superior to
existing conditions. A more optimal selection of occupations is only possible via a collective
coordination.
Towards a Formal Theory
The general formal problem can be stated as follows. In a game G with i agents, each agent i's set of
possible strategies is a choice of occupations in both time periods, that is, a choice of vt1i and vt2i .
A strategy profile in this game G is a choice of vt1i and vt2i for every player i. In other words, a strategy
t2
profile is an element v=(vt1,vt2) from the set of possible strategies V = Vt1 " V
! . !
t1
t1
t2
t2
Given such choice v, possible price equilibria
!
!in t1 and t2 , " (v ) and " (v ) can be computed.
However, as we have already seen in the simple example!above, these equilibria are not unique. This
causes a first challenge in formal analysis. Furthermore, we need to check if these equilibriums always
exist. We are deviating from the set of assumptions in the Arrow/ Debreu model, hence a check of
!
!
general existence of equilibria is an open task.

Given " t1 (vt1 ) and " t2 (vt2 ) , profits for the players in t1 and t2, " t1 and " t2 , can be computed, using
equation (1):
" i (v) = max {vi (z i ) # $ (v) z i : z i % R l(v) } for each time period respectively.

!
!

!
!
We hope that the problem of the non-uniqueness of the equilibria can be overcome, by restricting the
set of possible supply and demand functions in some non-demanding way. This needs further
discussion.
Given " t1 (vt1 ) and " t2 (vt2 ) , the pay-offs of each agent i in the game that we consider are8

" it1 + " it2 .
!
!

!
First observation. Assume that V is common knowledge. Then the interaction in the two time-period
economy can simply be analyzed as a game with strategy space V and pay-offs " it1 + " it2 for each
player i.
!
8

At a later stage, this point needs further discussion. For instance, we need to consider money
endowments, possible non-linearities in the utility of money, and inflation. However, for the structure
of our model these are not questions of immediate importance.
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Second observation. Assume a probability distribution over V is common knowledge. Then the game
can be analyzed as a game with incomplete information (Harsanyi, 1967).
However, note that the assumption of common knowledge of a probability distribution over V already
assumes that the agents have more information as they would if we considered a two time-period
Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium.
In a two-time period general equilibrium, the agents get informed about supply and demand conditions
only via prices. In the game we just considered, the agents are informed about possible supply and
demand conditions (and the corresponding utilities of the players), and even informed on possible
supply and demand contingent on their own choice of supply and demand from their possible choices.
They are also fully aware of how possibilities of occupations at t2, Vt2 , probabilistically depend on
possibilities of occupations at t1, Vt1.
For instance, consider the hardware/ software example from above. If the hardware producer does not
buy microprocessors at t1 this implies that he cannot supply hardware at t2. This is reflected in the
cross product of the sets of possible occupations at t1 and t2. (An occupation of the hardware producer
at t2 in which he supplies hardware, while not demanding microprocessors at t1 is not an element of V).
How trade at t1 informs the agents about supply and demand in t2
The key idea that we expressed above is that trade at t1 informs the agents about supply and demand
conditions at t2. We now want to study is how trade at t1 informs the agents about Vt2 and vt2.
Observe that we cannot study this in a one shot game, in which each agent i chooses a strategy vi " Vi
( Vi = Vit1 " Vit2 ). If trade at t1 informs agents about supply and demand conditions at t2, this means that
some agents start trading at t1, and other agents observe this trade before they then also trade. We hence
introduce a further structuring of time at t1.
!

!

To study the situation, a possible approach is to study the process of getting to equilibrium in t1. In
general equilibrium theory, there are no general assumptions made of how the agents find an
equilibrium.
In our case, we are not only interested how the agents find an equilibrium in the sense of Walras, but
also how expectations are collectively formed in this process, and corresponding occupations are
chosen. We assume that trade at t1 by some traders informs other traders about supply and demand in
t2, which is, informs them about vt2. In addition, trades may exchange information about Vt2, the set of
possible occupations, or make other agents aware of possible occupations.
How can this process be understood in the real world? In the real world, we may assume that some
trade first happens if confident buyers meet confident sellers, and prices are found between them.
These initial trades can serve as reference points and signals to other traders that follow.
As a hint how this process may be formalized, we could look at models of Walrasian bargaining (Yildiz,
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forthcoming). Here, the process of getting to equilibrium is formalized as a game.
Modeling interpretational cascades.
Here is a remark on the formal structures that we may use to model interpretational cascades.
Note that, for instance, the software producer can only "read" from the price movement of
microprocessors that the hardware producer is producing hardware, if the software producer is aware
that microprocessors are necessary for the production of hardware, and that the hardware producer is
the only agent in the economy that needs microprocessors, so that no causal ambiguity in attributing
the price movement exists.
The contingency of this condition cannot be expressed in a game with incomplete information. In a
game with incomplete information, the possibility to produce hardware from microprocessors is either
known to the software producer with some probability. Then the price movement can, with some
probability, be causally attributed to the hardware producer producing hardware. The possibility that
the agent is not capable of this interpretation is not expressible using games with incomplete
information. To attach probability zero to the possibility of using microprocessors to produce
hardware is not a solution. If the probability that the hardware producer can make use of
microprocessors to produce hardware that the hardware producer entertains is zero, the software
producer, being a Bayesian agent as suggested in games with incomplete awareness (Harsanyi, 1967)
would not be able change her mind on this possibility. (In games with incomplete information, agents
make use of Bayes' rule to evaluate consequences of observed events. If the probability of an event A
that is judged to be zero, given any observation of any signal B, the posterior probability P(A|B) =
P(B|A) P(A), is still zero.)
The interpretational contingency can, however, be expressed in games with unawareness, such as
Feinberg (2005) and Kawamura (2005). Hence we need to introduce an unawareness construction in
this game, extending the existing constructions in the literature.
3. Discussion
In this paper, we sketched a simple example of how expectations on future supply and demand are
coordinated. Our key idea is that agents are not only rational in the sense that they anticipate
probabilities of future moves of nature, but strategically rational in the sense that they are aware that all
agents are only partially aware of future supply and demand condition, and are aware of the necessity
to coordinate their expectations with other agents.
In our example, what agent 1 and 2 demand at t1 depends upon their expectations of the supply and
demand function at t2. In contrast to the construction of rational expectation models, the agents form
beliefs on future supply and demand, and future supply and demand depends on coordination at t1. It is
not assumed that future supply and demand are fully and alone determined by moves of nature –
exogenous states of the world. The first conceptual assumption we make is that there are possibilities
to innovate that agents are only partially aware of, and that this awareness can be asymmetric. The
second conceptual assumption is that price movements at t1 allow the agents to coordinate on possible
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equilibria at t2. Price movements are informative not only about present supply and demand, but also
informative about likely patterns of supply and demand one time period ahead.
Information at t1 can be of three different kinds: The agents can get informed about measurable facts.
The agents can make announcements about possibilities that they see (these announcements can be
strategic). The agents can form expectations about actions of others that affect supply and demand in
the future by means of observing price movements.
The innovation example in this paper can be generalized to other cases, in which beliefs on future
supply and demand functions are coordinated in strategic interaction, and the outcome of this strategic
interaction in turn shapes the economic development.
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